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About the Study
Beautiful, safe and prosperous communities are places where families can grow
strong and build legacies for the future. Corridors are defined geographic areas of a
city that often contain major roadways and are vital to the health of Charlotte’s
communities and the city as a whole. Ideally, corridors link communities and the
people within those communities to the resources and businesses they need to live,
work and thrive.
Six corridors in Charlotte with systemically high unemployment and poverty rates
have been identified as focus areas for a special economic development initiative,
Corridors of Opportunity. To begin, the City of Charlotte is committing $38.5 million
to catalyze the growth of new jobs and services for residents of the Corridors. In
addition, private sector leaders within the region are currently raising funds to
match and support the City’s investment. The goal of the Corridors of Opportunity
initiative is to provide job creation, high-quality services and viable, long-term
career paths for corridor residents. The Corridors are rich in history and pride, and
that history should be celebrated in the future development that takes place.
To support its initiatives, the City of Charlotte Economic Development Department
engaged EY in November 2020 to examine the employment landscapes of six
corridors, clustered into four focus geographies: Freedom Drive, Wilkinson
Boulevard and West Boulevard; Beatties Ford; Sugar Creek; and Albemarle.
This Executive Summary reflects the key findings of an extensive research process.
Additional reports can be found: https://charlottenc.gov/corridorsofopportunity
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Study Focus
Six corridors in the city with systemically high unemployment and poverty rates have been identified as focus
areas for a special economic development initiative, Corridors of Opportunity. EY recognized the uniqueness of
each corridor and performed an analysis for four subregions: Freedom, Wilkinson & West Corridor; Beatties
Ford Corridor; Sugar Creek Corridor; and Albemarle Corridor. Data is examined at the census tract level or zip
code, depending on the data source. Recommendations are corridor-wide, but implementation will look
differently in each corridor.

28216
28216

“Beatties Ford
Corridor”

28206/28213

“Sugar Creek
Corridor”
28208

“Freedom, Wilkinson
and West Corridor”
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“Albemarle
Corridor”

The corridor analyses
focused on four sub-area
zip code-based geographies
in Charlotte — 28208,
28216, 28206/28213, and
28205/28212 — which
encompass all of the City’s
six Corridors of
Opportunity.
The map to the left
illustrates the corridors
evaluated. Different colors
are used to map each
corridor(s) to visually
delineate the corridors
throughout the reports.

The Scope
This project includes three research components. The Workforce Analysis provides demographic, educational
attainment, labor skills and characteristics and potential barriers to opportunity. The Target Industry Analysis
evaluated the types of industries that align with the skills of corridor workers but also provide viable pathways
to long-term careers and upward mobility. The Real Estate Analysis provides information on age, density, and
availability of buildings and land to help reveal where development and redevelopment opportunities may exist.
Finally, EY provided recommendations to help the City realize its vision for the Corridors.

Corridors of Opportunity:
Workforce & Target Industry Analysis

Workforce
Analysis

Target Industry
Analysis

Real Estate
Analysis

Stakeholder Interviews and Resident Survey
Summary Recommendations
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As part of this project, EY also
conducted stakeholder
interviews, a resident survey,
and provided a summary of
recommendations to help the
City realize its vision for the
Corridors.
The stakeholder interviews
were with 10 Charlotte-based
employers, 12 workforce
service providers, and real
estate brokers.
The corridor residents survey
was conducted to better
understand needs and
barriers.

The Challenge
The City of Charlotte has one of the most prosperous economies in the US, but the Corridor residents still
struggle with high levels of poverty and unemployment.

Employment change, 2014 - 2019

Poverty rate, 2019
City of Charlotte

City of Charlotte

17.3%

12.8%

27.6%

Freedom, Wilkinson and West
Beatties Ford

19.1%

Sugar Creek
US

8.4%

Albemarle
0%

0%

5%

10%

27.3%

15%

20%

5%

22.9%
10%

15%

20%

25%

30%

35%

Source: US Census Bureau, EY.

➢ Communities of color represent nearly 80% of residents in all four subregions in the six Corridors of
Opportunity.
➢ Corridor residents also tend to be younger than the city as a whole.
➢ Youth/young adult unemployment is high in the corridors (e.g. 1 in 3 residents aged 16-24 in Beatties Ford
corridors are unemployed.)
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Freedom, Wilkinson & West Corridors – Workforce Findings
Freedom,
Wilkinson & West
28208

% of residents living in
poverty

Unemployment rate

50%

30%

Labor force participation
rate
90%

Freedom Drive

Wilkinson Boulevard

40%
37.2%

33.1%

West Boulevard

72.1%

24.1%

Freedom,
Wilkinson
& West

22.0%

20%

30%

Charlotte 71.7%

28208
Freedom,
Wilkinson
& West

65.1%

60%

70.0%
68.8%

62.9%

Freedom,
Wilkinson & West

28208
28208

27.6%
23.9%

• Historically, the poverty rate in the
FWW Corridor is more than double
that of the City of Charlotte.

20%
10.8%

17.3%

10%

Charlotte

• The Corridor unemployment rate is
over twice that of the City of
Charlotte.
• Conditions improve during a
growing economy, but large gaps
remain.

Charlotte

12.8%

10%

10.6%

30%

9.4%
5.0%

0%

0%

0%

2014

2019

2014

2019

2014

2019

Sources: US Census Bureau
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Beatties Ford Corridor – Workforce Findings
Beatties Ford

% of residents living in
poverty

Unemployment rate

Labor force participation
rate

30%

30%

90%

28216

26.0%

72.1%

24%
Beatties
Ford
Road

70.1%

Beatties
Ford
17.8%
18% 17.3%

60%

corridor, live

• Labor force participation is
relatively low.

15.8%
13.2%

13.0%
12.8%

54.2%

Beatties
Ford

28216
10%

10.8%

30%
8.9%

Charlotte

6%

6.7%
5.0%

0%

0%

0%

2014

7

59.0%

Beatties Ford

Charlotte

• Unemployment
in the Corridor is
outside
approximately one and a half times
the9,800
City rate.

68.3%

19.1%

28216

12%

71.7%

28216
20%

• The poverty rate in the Beatties
Ford Corridor is between 7 and 11
points lower than FWW and Sugar
Creek.
Employed in

Charlotte
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2019

2014

2019

2014

2019

Sugar Creek Corridor – Workforce Findings
Sugar Creek

% of residents living in
poverty

Unemployment rate

Labor force participation
rate

50%

25%

75%

28206/28213

72.1%

Charlotte

72.2%
N Graham St

40%
35.2%

30%

• In 2019, corridor, zip code, and
City of Charlotte residents had
similar unemployment rates.
• Unemployment was relatively low
before the pandemic and fell
significantly over the decade.

28206/
28213
20%
17.3%

68.9%

Sugar Creek
15%

27.5%

28206/
28213
68.3%

18.2%

Sugar
Creek

27.3%

• Similar to FWW, residents in the
Sugar Creek Corridor experience
poverty at a level that is over twice
that of the City Charlotte.

70%

20%

71.7%

65%

14.8%

28206/
28213

64.9%

Sugar
Creek

10.8%
20.0%

60%

10%

Charlotte
Charlotte
6.1%

12.8%

10%

5%

0%

0%

2014

2019

4.9%
5.0%

55%

50%

2014

2019

2014

2019

Sources: US Census Bureau
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Albemarle Corridor – Workforce Findings
% of residents living in
poverty

Unemployment rate

Labor force participation
rate

50%

20%

80%

28205/28212 75.1%

74.2%
72.1%
70.6%

Albemarle

40%

12.8%
12.6% 28205/28212

31.7%
30.8%

Albemarle

28205/28212

• Similar to the other corridors, the
Albemarle Corridor shows poverty
rates of over one and a half times
that of the City of Charlotte.
• Labor force participation is nearly
the same between all geographies,
with the greater zip code area
having the highest rates.

Charlotte

60%

15%

30%

71.7%
72.1%

10.8%

10%

Albemarle

40%

22.9%
21.7%

20%

Charlotte

17.3%

Charlotte
12.8%

20%

5%

5.0%

10%

0%

7.0%
6.3%

0%

0%

2014

2019

2014

2019

2014

2019

Sources: US Census Bureau
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Employer Interviews
EY interviewed 10 major employers across a diverse set of industries, including finance, construction,
manufacturing, logistics, and consumer services. Employers expressed a desire and willingness to continue
collaboration in programs for economically challenged populations. Employers are encouraged by the strong
collaboration across philanthropy, government, and corporate community. Some employers suggested that
even better alignment of programs will reduce fragmentation and achieve greater outcomes.
Employer interview topic

Comments

At-opportunity hiring
experience

• Interviewed employers all hire workers at the Opportunity-level, with positions requiring a high school/GED
degree as well as 1- and 2-year degrees. Some assembly, production, and technician positions don't
necessarily require a high school degree.
• Some employers need background checks and drug screening for positions in construction, transportation,
health, or field customer operations.
• Some employers have second-chance hiring programs for justice-involved individuals that removes the
conviction question from the initial application.
Training needs
• Most employers have on-the-job training to help new hires improve soft skills or get additional technical
training to advance careers.
• Some employers expressed a desire for more pre-employment training to help workers improve readiness
or expand the availability of hard-to-fill positions in machinery maintenance and construction trades.
Experience with local
• Employers work with local non-profits and educators for training and workforce sourcing.
workforce organizations and • Some employers have or participate in national hiring initiatives.
social non-profits
• Employers collaborate with high schools, community colleges, and universities to communicate career
pathways to students and to develop training or apprenticeship programs.
At-opportunity collaboration • Employers expressed a desire and willingness to continue collaboration in programs for economically
challenged populations.
• Employers are encouraged by the strong collaboration across philanthropy, government, and corporate
community.
• Some suggested that even better alignment of programs will reduce fragmentation and achieve greater
outcomes.
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Service Provider Interviews and Resident Survey
EY interviewed service providers and surveyed residents in the Corridors.

Workforce Service Providers
Key barriers for workers identified by service
providers include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
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Mental health and substance abuse
Criminal backgrounds
Lack of education or in-demand skills (technical
and “soft”)
Digital literacy and financial literacy
Homelessness and housing instability
Food insecurity
Lack of transportation
Lack of awareness around resource and
education/training needed for career
progression
Insufficient, quality childcare and preschool
(“childcare desserts”)
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Corridor Residents
•

•

•

•

Over 300 city residents responded, with 88
residents from Corridor zip codes. Key findings
for (adult) Corridor residents include:
For those unemployed, 27% were laid off due to
COVID and 40% said it was difficult to find
work.
Top challenges for finding or keeping a job
include needing more education or skills,
needing help with interview skills, and finding
or affording childcare.
Respondents expressed strong interest in
careers in government/ non-profits, healthcare,
technology, culture/entertainment.

Target Industry Analysis
The target industry analysis evaluated industry clusters in the Corridors and city at-large. The analysis
identified whether an industry is growing, has a presence in the Corridors, or matches the skills in the Corridor
workforce. Throughout the process, potential targets were assessed through another filter: whether the
industry could make the Corridors of Opportunity more economically diverse, resilient, and sustainable.
Key findings:
• Suggests industries for targeted
recruitment and growth in each
Corridor
• Industries suggested match
Corridor and regional assets, have
long-term growth potential, and
provide upward career
opportunities for Corridor
residents
• Residents have diverse skills to
support numerous industries but
commute out for jobs
• Suggested targets include:
• Manufacturing
• Logistics and Distribution
• Health Care
• Technology/administrative
support services

FWW

Sugar
Creek

Albemarle

Technology and administrative
support services
Software/IT
Call centers/administrative support
Health care
Community health center
Practitioner offices

Logistics and distribution
Intermodal distribution
Warehousing and fulfillment

Manufacturing
Food processing
Medical equipment and supplies

Construction and trade fields
With investment could be strong future target
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Currently strong target industry

Real Estate Analysis
As part of the study, EY analyzed real estate within
three sub-areas comprised of five Corridors of
Opportunity. The Corridors of Opportunity that were
examined as part of this analysis include: Freedom,
Wilkinson & West Corridor, Beatties Ford Corridor, and
Sugar Creek Corridor. The Albemarle Corridor was not
included in this real estate analysis as it was the focus
of a separate and similar study conducted by the City
of Charlotte.

The goal of the analysis was to highlight areas of the
corridors that could be potentially redeveloped to
catalyze growth or serve as a location for employers
moving into the corridors. Complete findings are
available in the Real Estate Analysis report.
The project team evaluated the real estate composition
of the three sub-areas (five Corridors of Opportunity)
based on data available from CoStar. The analysis
evaluated the current uses of all existing properties,
the number of properties, building size, land area, year
built, and average percent leased based on the latest
CoStar data as of March 2021.

Key findings:
•
•
•
•

•

•

•

Detailed evaluation of current size, age and use
of all Corridor properties
Conducted broker interviews
A strong and growing real estate market
Development spreading from three major
demand drivers: the Charlotte Douglas
International Airport, Charlotte’s Central
Business District (i.e. Uptown), and UNC
Charlotte
Construction following major transportation
arterials, particularly along the LYNX Blue and
Silver Lines
Data indicates poor/old building quality and
potential shortage of sites to attract diverse
industries
Provided information to begin determining 8
focus areas for redevelopment in Corridors (see
following pages)

The purpose of the evaluation is to understand where future businesses and other development could
potentially locate in the corridors to trigger additional growth and creation of opportunities for corridor
residents.
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The Opportunities in Freedom, Wilkinson, and West
Predominant real estate

Warehouse, manufacturing

Rentable buildings, area

Industrial: 454 | 12.3m sf
Office/Health: 160 | 4.3m sf

Buildings for lease

Industrial: 15 | 995k sf
Office: 21 | 805k sf
Flex: 15 | 98.5k sf

Buildings for sale

Warehouse: 2 | 13.46k sf
Industrial: 2 | 3.25k sf

Undeveloped land parcels, acreage

Commercial: 184 | 950 ac
Industrial: 43 | 379 ac

Drivers:
•
Airport will continue to drive new development and
job creation
•
Large demand for warehousing may squeeze out other
industries over time
•
Labor relative strengths in logistics, manufacturing,
food, and education and manufacturing
•
Large youth population ready for career training
Potential targets for:
•
Mid- to large-scale back office, Small fulfillment center,
Small manufacturer, (West)
•
Office adaptive reuse (Freedom)
•
Small fulfillment center, Small manufacturer, Largescale mixed-use commercial (Wilkinson)
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The Opportunities in Beatties Ford
Predominant real estate

Residential, warehouse

Rentable buildings, area

Industrial/Flex: 94 | 6.9m sf
Office/Health: 50 | 412k sf

Buildings for lease

Industrial: 13 | 623k sf
Flex: 3 | 84k sf
Office: 1 | 4.5k sf

Buildings for Sale

Warehouse: 2 | 107k sf
Commercial: 0 sf

Undeveloped land parcels, acreage

Commercial: 78 | 371 ac
Industrial: 9 | 95 ac

Drivers:
• Low but increasing connectivity
• Surrounding development pressure
• Diverse land use
• Vacant land availability
• Relative workforce strengths in health care and
transportation
• Lack of jobs relative to workforce availability
• Young workforce ripe for career training and skill
development
Potential targets for:
• Small- to mid scale office, mid-sized flex space with
workforce training (I-85)
• Logistics, light industrial, or distribution center (Sunset
Road)
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The Opportunities in Sugar Creek
Predominant real estate

Warehouse, manufacturing

Rentable buildings, area

Industrial: 617 | 14m sf
Office/Health: 138 | 2.4m sf

Buildings for lease

Office: 14 | 930k sf
Industrial/Flex: 42 | 900k sf

Buildings for sale

Industrial: 7 | 449k sf

Undeveloped land parcels, acreage

Commercial: 160 | 638 ac
Industrial: 22 | 83 ac

Drivers:
• Lower density, community-driven development
• Vacant land
• Industrial hubs
• Large resident commuter workforce with diverse
industry skills, incl. health care
• Young workforce ripe for career training and skill
development
Potential targets for:
• Back office adaptive reuse, mixed-use commercial,
office, and residential (Lockwood)
• Mid-sized flex space with workforce training (North
Sugar Creek)
• Retail or small-scale office focusing on healthcare
(Hidden Valley)
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Strategic Framework of 3 Goals
Following the goals and recommendations, this report shares implementation ideas — what partners will be
needed to achieve success, suggestions on measuring momentum and resources that may help progress.
Corridors of Opportunity strategic framework
Goal 1: Opportunity Employers

Target Opportunity Employers to locate and
expand in the corridors.

Goal 2: Real Estate

Spark commercial real estate development
within the corridors.

Goal 3: Residents

Assist corridor residents with overcoming
barriers to employment and accessing career
and economic opportunities in collaboration
with partners.

The City’s role in implementation: Although this study is for the City of Charlotte,
achieving corridor goals will require cooperation among many community partners. This
strategy focuses on actions that the City will be primarily responsible for or where the City
can serve as a convener of partners or supporter of existing activities (such as through
funding).
The City already has strong relationships with local, regional, and state leaders from public,
private, and nonprofit sectors. These connections will be invaluable as the City takes the
next steps to implement the Corridors of Opportunity initiative.
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The City can lead/manage with
employer engagement (Goal 1),
convene/catalyze with real estate (Goal
2), and support/encourage existing
service providers for workforce
engagement (Goal 3).

Recommendations – Opportunity Employers
Goal 1: Target Opportunity Employers to locate and expand in the corridors
1.1 Create an Opportunity Employers
program

• Establish the program and work with employers to define the program criteria
• Develop communications, guidance and resources for businesses that want to
become an Opportunity Employer
• Define value add for Opportunity Employers and consider creating an incentives
program.
• Consider hiring an Opportunity Employment Manager to manage the program,
particularly concerning employer outreach and coordination.

1.2 Proactively attract target industry
businesses into the Corridors of
Opportunity.

• Four core target industries and several specific niche industry sectors were
recommended for the corridors: (1) technology and administrative support
services, (2) health care, (3) logistics and distribution and (4) manufacturing.
• Collaborate with employers across the city to consider a corridor location for
future expansions.
• Engage in direct outreach to existing target industry businesses

1.3 Engage with employers already
located in the corridors to hire more
corridor residents.

• Collaborate with employers currently located within the corridors or who hire
large numbers of corridor residents for re-employment programs.
• Consider creating an Opportunity Job Postings website.
• Consider creating an Opportunity Employment Accelerator that includes Work
Opportunity Tax Credit (WOTC) pre-certification
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Recommendations – Real Estate
Goal 2: Spark commercial real estate development and redevelopment within the corridors.
2.1 Promote sites and buildings within
the corridors that are ready (or almost)
for commercial and industrial
development

• Create an Opportunity Ready Sites program for the corridors.

2.2 Identify strategic sites within the
corridors for public-private
partnerships

• Conduct an industrial land survey within the corridors.
• Explore the possibility of strategically identifying sites and existing buildings in
the corridors to redevelop and repurpose to catalyze investment.
• Consider creating a non-profit Economic Development Corporation (EDC) to be
the entity for holding land and sites.

2.3 Expand the City’s communications
platforms for enticing development
into the corridors

• Expand communications tools to help investors, companies, and developers
envision the full potential of the corridors.
• Develop marketing tools to promote Opportunity Ready Sites to businesses and
developers.

2.4 Empower public-private
partnerships (P3s)

• Expand the City’s tools for encouraging public-private partnerships and better
leverage deployment of existing tools.

2.5 Create an Equitable Development
program

• Create curricula to train and certify minority development professionals to
engage in the corridors.
• Consider partnering with or leveraging the AmpUp Charlotte program, which
helps minority business owners increase their revenue through business training,
networking, and capital access and contracting assistance.
• Express the City’s preference for P3 collaborations within the corridors to include
Equitable Development partners and other minority development professionals.
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Recommendations – Support Residents
Goal 3: Assist corridor residents with overcoming barriers to employment and accessing career and economic
opportunities
3.1 Launch an Opportunity Workforce
initiative

• Encourage partners to create Corridor Action Teams (A-Teams), leveraging the
existing workforce collectives such as the Charlotte Workforce Providers Council,
representatives from leading education, training and nonprofit organization, and
serving as a liaison and advocate for aspiring workers and those seeking to
change careers to link up with potential employers.
• Support partners to develop education and training hubs that align with target
industries.

3.2 Expand capacity of existing highperformance nonprofits that serve
Opportunity workers

• Identify high-performing leading practices in Charlotte for investment and
support.
• Invest in select nonprofits to enhance their operational capacity, integrate their
programs and services into the corridors, or both.
• Leverage financial service companies to provide financial literacy on improving
credit scores, saving and investing.
• Involve business districts and other organizations in the corridors in the
decision-making process.

3.3 Expand entrepreneurship
opportunities for aspiring business
owners

• Enhance access to existing entrepreneurship and business resources.
• Expand the capacity of business incubator and accelerator programs.
• Continue advancing initiatives that improve access to capital for minority-owned
businesses and other companies based in the corridors.
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Recommendations – Support Residents
3.4 Improve transportation solutions
for corridor residents employed by
Opportunity Employers

• Explore short- and longer-term transportation solutions
• Explore partnering with education and workforce organizations and private rideshare service companies.
• Partner with a private company to provide complimentary corridor bus service to
and from Opportunity Employer workplaces.

3.5 Support programs that help
corridor residents overcome barriers to
education, employment, and career
advancement

• Increase access to quality, affordable childcare by adopting leading practices
from other communities and encourage Opportunity Employers and other
businesses to offer support.
• Continue to advocate for digital connectivity and inclusion in the corridors.
• Educate corridor residents on the FCC Emergency Broadband Benefit Program.
• Consider funding a Digital Navigators program whereby counselors provide
individualized or small group assistance to members of the community who need
access to affordable home internet service and coaching in introductory digital
skills to become effective home internet users.
• Support the expansion of second-chance programs and the good work already
being done by area organizations.
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Taking Action: Building the Opportunity Platform
Transitioning the Corridors of Opportunity Study into action and results will require collaboration from multiple public, private and
nonprofit organizations. This “opportunity platform” convenes multiple partners and supports them with shared vision, goals, information,
resources, and guidelines.

Opportunity Workers
People living in the Corridors who face barriers to employment like
long-term unemployment, food insecurity, lack of transportation
and childcare access, disabilities, or justice-related challenges
Opportunity Employers
Located in or near Corridors and hire Corridor residents, often with
dedicated programs to assist with training and career development,
as well as helping workers overcome barriers

Opportunity Service Providers
Assist with training and job placement for Opportunity Workers, as
well as counseling and wrap-around services
Opportunity Developers
Real estate developers that invest in redevelopment and new
projects in the Corridors, helping spark business investment and
attract jobs with upward career paths; also serve as mentors for
minority-owned development companies
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EY | Building a better working world
EY exists to build a better working world, helping
to create long-term value for clients, people and
society and build trust in the capital markets.
Enabled by data and technology, diverse EY
teams in over 150 countries provide trust
through assurance and help clients grow,
transform and operate.
Working across assurance, consulting, law,
strategy, tax and transactions, EY teams ask
better questions to find new answers for the
complex issues facing our world today.
EY refers to the global organization, and may refer to one or more, of
the member firms of Ernst & Young Global Limited, each of which is a
separate legal entity. Ernst & Young Global Limited, a UK company
limited by guarantee, does not provide services to clients. Information
about how EY collects and uses personal data and a description of the
rights individuals have under data protection legislation are available
via ey.com/privacy. EY member firms do not practice law where
prohibited by local laws. For more information about our organization,
please visit ey.com.
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